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Abstract

This paper describes the foundations of smart business process management
and serves as an editorial to the corresponding special issue.
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1. Introduction1

Today’s business world is complex and characterized by an extensive divi-2

sion of labor. Products and services are designed and delivered with various3

actors being involved within the providing organization and beyond. In or-4

der to deliver products and services in an efficient and effective manner, it5

is of utmost importance that the coordination between the different actors6

inside and outside the providing organization runs smoothly. A first step to-7

wards a smooth operation is achieving transparency of the business process8

that results in product and service delivery, and this transparency can be9

achieved by documenting the business process including the various actors10

involved, the activities they perform, the events and decisions that influence11

the progress, and the information that is produced and consumed [1, 2].12
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Division of labor in business processes calls for coordination support by13

the help of information systems. The specific class of information systems14

that explicitly support business processes is often referred to as process-aware15

information systems [3]. Office automation systems [4, 5], workflow manage-16

ment systems [6, 7], and recent business process management systems [1, 2]17

all support process execution based on a specification of the process as a18

formal business process model.19

Business process management is concerned with all management activities20

around business processes. In the past, activities in relation to business pro-21

cess management have been conducted by process analysts, process managers22

and process engineers in a labor-intense fashion with hardly any automatic23

support except for generating the system configuration from the executable24

process model. This has been changing in recent years. Various smart tech-25

niques have been developed to automate or provide more intelligent support26

for process stakeholders in various stages of business process management.27

This special issue provides ten excellent examples of these recent develop-28

ments towards smart business process management. This editorial presents29

them in an overarching framework and connects them with the broader spec-30

trum of recent contributions on smart business process management.31

2. Business Process Management32

In this section, we distinguish three different levels of business process33

management. Figure 1 shows these three levels and their connections. The34

top level is often referred to as multi process management. It is concerned35

with the identification of the major processes of an organization and the reg-36

ular evaluation of the priorities assigned to these processes. These activities37

interrelate with questions of strategic management and the overall process38

organization. The products of multi process management are often stored in39

a central process repository. The conceptual structure of this repository is40

also referred to as the process architecture.41

The middle level is concerned with the management of a single process42

and its specification as a process model. The management activities on this43

level are often referred to as the BPM lifecycle [1]. This lifecycle is started44

once a process is selected for redesign. First, this process is documented in45

the discovery phase resulting in an as-is process model. Second, the process46

is analyzed using qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques. In this47

way, weaknesses and issues can be uncovered. Third, different directions48
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for redesign are investigated in other to fix the issues and generally improve49

the performance of the process. This yields a to-be process model as a50

specification of how the process is meant to operate in the future. Fourth,51

this to-be process model is taken into implementation. The corresponding52

information systems are designed or reconfigured and staff is trained to work53

according to the new setup. Fifth, and once the process has been executed for54

a period of time according to the new design, process mining can be used to55

extract knowledge about how the process operates. Sixth, process controlling56

is concerned with checking to which degree performance and conformance57

objectives are met.58

The focus of the bottom level is the management of singular process59

instances. Instances can be planned regarding when their activities are60

scheduled and which resources should be involved. With or without such61

a schedule, process activities are executed according to the rules defined in62

the process model. Process monitoring continuously checks rules such as63

quality-of-service assertions and trigger alerts if undesired behavior is ob-64

served. Such alerts might be the reason for adapting the course of execution65

for an individual process instance.66

Research into process mining [8] has resulted in various automatic analysis67

techniques that support different activities of business process management.68

We refer to them as smart business process management.69

3. Smart Business Process Management70

The Oxford dictionary provides three connotations for smart as (i) being71

clean and tidy, (ii) showing quick-witted intelligence and (iii) being quick1.72

All these meanings together have become a prominent attribute of infor-73

mation technology and analysis techniques in various application domains74

referred to as smart home, smart health, smart city, smart energy or smart75

mobility. What is in common to these smart technologies is that they inte-76

grate sensors, actuators, connectivity and analytics [9]. What they facilitate77

is preemptive action and coordination which is grounded in evidence, history78

data, state information and intelligent algorithms [10]. Since business process79

management is exactly concerned with coordinated action, there have been80

attempts to generalize the commonalities of these smart application scenarios81

1https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/smart
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in terms of their dynamic adaptation and continuous learning towards smart82

business process management [11, 12].83

This section provides an overview of various techniques that are related to84

smart business process management. We also clarify how the contributions85

of this special issue relate to the overall spectrum of research in this area.86

Next, we explicate the notion of smartness in the context of information87

systems research. Then, we illustrate the richness of smart business process88

management by highlighting important contributions for each of the three89

levels.90

3.1. Smart Multi Process Management91

Prior research on smart multi process management has mainly focused on92

supporting repository management. This stream of research was triggered by93

work on similarity [13] and automatic matching techniques between business94

process models [14]. These provided the foundation for various automatic95

refactoring techniques [15] including harmonization of terminology [16], au-96

tomatic service derivation [17], semantic search [18] or operations of merging97

business process models [19].98

This special issue extends this stream of research with novel contributions99

on process model matching. Both Meilicke et al [20] and Klinkmüller and100

Weber [21] contribute to the effectiveness of automatic techniques for process101

model matching. The latter, Klinkmüller and Weber, contribute to the ef-102

fectiveness of automatic techniques for process model matching. They inves-103

tigate the importance of control flow information for the matching problem104

and combine a novel order relationship score with a bag-of-words approach105

in their self-configuring OPBOT matcher. The evaluation with standard106

datasets demonstrates the benefits of OPBOT.107

Meilicke et al [20] build on the availability of various matchers from prior108

research. They introduce a voting technique that integrates process model109

constraints in a Markov Logic based optimization. Their evaluation demon-110

strates performance improvements over prior techniques.111

This special issue introduces novel directions for smart multi process man-112

agement. Polyvyanyy et al [22] present an overall framework for process113

querying. It describes generic components of a querying architecture and114

corresponding querying methods. Various concepts and methods are aligned115

with this architecture using a systematic literature review.116

Kratsch et al [23] emphasize that various strategies have been proposed117

for prioritization of processes, but none does appropriately take dependencies118
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between them into account. Their prioritization approach takes inspiration119

from Google’s page rank algorithm and is called D2P2. D2P2 is implemented120

as a software prototype and evaluated using event logs data from the BPI121

Challenge.122

3.2. Smart Process Model Management123

There is a rich repertoire of prior research on smart process model man-124

agement. Several challenges and solutions are listed in survey articles includ-125

ing [24, 25, 26]. Various techniques have been proposed to directly support126

the process of process modeling during the discovery phase, [27] is a recent127

example. Pattern recognition is used during the analysis phase to detect po-128

tential weaknesses [28]. The redesign phase is often supported by heuristics129

such as the ones summarized in [29]. Also recent technologies like crowd-130

sourcing [30] bear the potential to be used here. The implementation phase131

is classically supported by workflow management technology [6]. Recent ex-132

tensions provide smart support for automatic service composition [31] and133

process configuration [32]. Smart knowledge extraction from process-related134

data is often referred to as process mining. Contributions on process mining135

help to automatically discover models from data, check the conformance be-136

tween model and execution, and derive information on decision probabilities137

and execution durations [8]. Such information partially informs the control-138

ling phase, in which the process is evaluated relative to its performance and139

conformance objectives [33].140

This special issue complements these diverse streams of research in the141

following ways. Claes et al [34] investigate strategies that help to model142

business processes in an efficient and effective way. Their Structured Process143

Modeling Method (SPMM) is supported by an automated modeling strategy144

selection and a training instrument. The benefits of the method is demon-145

strated in a controlled experiment with 149 master students.146

The work of Suriadi et al [35] focuses on resource behavior in business147

processes. They develop a mining technique that provides insights into the148

way how resources prioritize their work. The technique is evaluated using149

synthetic and real-world event logs.150

Wynn et al [36] address the problem of visualizing performance informa-151

tion of business processes in an effective way. They propose a visualisation152

framework called ProcessProler3D for supporting the comparison of process153

performance based on event logs. Their implementation is validated in a user154

study with industry partners.155
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vanden Broucke and De Weerdt [37] develop a robust and flexible heuristic156

process discovery technique called Fodina. Key features of this technique157

are good performance in terms of process model quality and the ability to158

mine duplicate tasks. Fodina is tested on various event logs showing good159

performance in terms of F-measure.160

Martin et al [38] are concerned with the identification of batch behaviour161

in business processes. They introduce a batch organisation of a work identifi-162

cation algorithm called BOWI, which provides insights into batch processing163

by the help of work metrics. The algorithm is evaluated with synthetic and164

real-world event logs.165

3.3. Smart Process Instance Management166

Prior research investigates different management aspects of process in-167

stances. The planning phase is considered in different works on schedul-168

ing [39, 40], elasticity [41], and semantic technologies [42]. Process execu-169

tion is typically implemented using state and transition concepts such as170

provided by Petri nets. Recent research investigates the representation of171

these concepts by the help of blockchain distributed ledger technologies [43].172

Monitoring is an important concern in order to secure that performance and173

conformance stays within expected ranges. Work on AB-BPM [44] is inspired174

by AB-testing and combines it with process automation in a self-regulatory175

way. Adaptation is an important mechanism for handling unforeseen situ-176

ations. Various works describe approaches to help achieving flexibility at177

runtime [45].178

This special issue extends this stream of research with an approach that179

helps to predict the behavior of a process instance, which can inform process180

planning and execution. Evermann et al [46] define their prediction approach181

based on neural networks. The approach is implemented and evaluated using182

the BPI 2012 data sets. The results illustrate the impact of various types183

of information on the prediction performance and the overall viability of the184

approach.185

4. Future Research on Smart Business Process Management186

The research reported in this special issue provides a solid foundation187

for future research into smart business process management. This research188

will have to address challenges within the three levels of business process189

management and across them.190
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There is potential for future research within levels. On the level of the191

process repository, it is striking to note that research on the integration of192

repositories with external knowledge resources has come to a pause. Around193

the year 2000, the MIT Process Handbook [47] provided a promising starting194

point for helping organizations to discover process innovation opportunities.195

Mendling et al [26] describe specific challenges in this area including the196

discovery of ontologies from repositories and the categorization of models.197

On the level of singular models, there are various opportunities to inte-198

grate existing analysis and redesign techniques with information generated199

from sensory data. For instance, the potential of process innovation in the200

retail sector based on RFID technology is highlighted in [48] as much as in201

the logistic sector based on AIS transponder data in [49]. Social media has202

been often discussed with a focus on product innovation, but there is also203

the potential to more intensively leverage it for process innovation, too, e.g.204

in the public sector [50].205

There are also various opportunities for managing process instances in206

a smarter way using available sensor data. Indeed, many smart initiatives207

such as smart home, smart health, smart city, smart energy or smart mobility208

have an inherent behavioral perspective, which has affinity with coordination209

challenges of business process management. Clearly, smart technologies bear210

the potential for novel ways of planning, executing, monitoring and adapting211

process instances based on the integration of sensors, actuators, connectivity212

and analytics.213

Finally, there is also the potential to intensify research that spans across214

the different levels. Most of the research across levels is currently focused215

on (i) moving from implementation to execution and (ii) from execution to216

mining and controlling. What is scarce is research that builds a bridge be-217

tween the process repository and process instances. Questions in this context218

might relate to the consistency between the multi process perspective and219

the process instance perspective: in how far does the abstract description of220

the process landscape align with what is actually done on the transactional221

level? Furthermore, novel techniques that generate abstract views on an or-222

ganization from a process perspective based on instance data could be highly223

informative to top management, in particular if it provided performance in-224

sights.225

New information technology keeps on emerging and new concepts and226

algorithms are developed to work with process-related data. These will shape227

the way how business processes are managed in the future in a smarter way228

8



as we know it today.229
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